
BREASTON IN BLOOM COMMITTEE  MEETING 11.2.18 
 

APOLOGIES Anne  

 Karl , Tony & Harley also attended.  

MATTERS ARISING   

Permissions Unfortunately our request to place a willow sculpture on Duffield 
close had been poorly received at the parish council. They suggested 
we install on Perks Park instead but the committee felt this not a 
suitable position. We will look at presenting alternative 
sites/structures to the next council meeting, in the meantime Julie to 
continue to try to persuade the councillors to change their minds. 
Duffield butterfly/bee flowerbed. This was agreed in principle by P.C 
but they weren't happy with proposed site. Julie & Helen to revisit the 
planned site. 
Planter corner Stevens lane. P.C ok with this but permission needs to 
be obtained from DCC. 

 
 
 
 
Julie & Helen 
 
 
 
 
Julie 

Notice board A notice board is planned by BCF that will also be used to advertise & 
promote  BiB.  P.C agreed to being sited in the Green. Planning 
permission probably required. Julie to research. 

 
Julie 

FINANCE   

Accounts. We have received £300 from Councillor Pepios for planters at Golden 
Brook, approx £1000 transferred to our pot by BCF which includes 
half of money raised at Charity football match giving a balance of 
around £2000. Helen G is awaiting a cheque from Next for £100. 
Breaston WI is presenting a cheque to the Forum next week and half 
of this will also go to Bloom. 
Anita is contacting previous Sponsors and also businesses who 
donated to Bloom last year to ask them to fund us again. 
 

Anita 

Grants Sally has been busy researching possible grants and it was agreed to 
apply to as many as we could to cover the cost of our planned 
projects, plus purchase of water butts to go round the village. 
Julie has applied to ASDA and is hopeful we will be on their charity 
board in the near future. 
 

Sally 

Quiz Format for the quiz discussed. Earlier start at 7.30. Julie collecting the 
money and will negotiate with Kate about the tables. 
Raffle prizes needed. 

Julie 
 
All 

Plant Pot Trail This idea has been presented the P.C who were keen to see it go 
ahead. 
We agreed that publicity and promotion of what is involved is key to 
success. Residents will be asked to pay £2 to enter their plant pot art 
which can be with or without plants. Maps will be free and viewers 
will be asked to vote for their favourite. We will have a stall at the 
Gala to show people ideas on what they can do. 
 

 

PROJECTS   

Community Orchard & 
veg garden. 

It was agreed to proceed with the orchard following a visit to Far Croft 
with Dave.  We are thinking of 10 dwarf fruit trees and some fruit 
bushes which should cope with the flooding. We need to talk to any 
affected residents Face to Face to ensure they are happy with our 
plan before proceeding. Helen to organise this and liaise with Dave 
over permission. 
Emma has approached the Dentists to see if they will agree to let us 
plant the grass at the back of their premises for a veg garden. Access 
is possible via side of Parish rooms. Emma will chase this up. 

 
Helen 
 
 
 
 
Emma 



School garden club Emma reported that no-one from the school had volunteered to run 
this so unfortunately the idea was shelved. The school seems very 
reluctant to get involved in anything outside of the basic curriculum. 
We will approach the Scouts and youth cafe instead. 

 

OTHER ITEMS   

GB Spring Clean This is a nationwide litter pick exercise 2-4th March. We will get 
involved on the Sunday 10-12. Julie to ask Rich Windsor to supply the 
usual tools etc. 

Julie 

Wood Matt has a large quantity of wood we can have for free. Co-op may 
possibly store it but a bigger site would be better. Karl to ask Caravan 
storage firm on Risley Lane. Tony offered to help to move the wood. 

Karl 

Compost We will need quiet a quantity again this year but we do not want to 
use Stanton recycling again. Tony will ask for pricing from wholesaler 
and we can also approach Will. 

Tony 
Julie 

Planting sub group A meeting is arranged for Helen, Anne, Sally, Julie & Helen G to plan 
exactly which plants we need and how many.  21st Feb 7pm. 

Helen, Anne, 
julie, Helen G 

Pidcocks As they are leaving the site we may need to put planters there 
without sponsorship. Emma has some bigger tubs we can use. 

 

Bus stop wall near the 
Crescent. 

Perhaps we can plant some alpines in the cracks in this wall.  
 

Sponsor signs Tony asked about the large Robert Ellis signs at the Hills road oval. As 
he has adopted this area he would prefer not to have them. We all 
agreed with his thoughts but it was a case of encouraging as many 
businesses as possible to sponsor us so we couldn't turn them away. 
Julie is investigating smaller signs as they have in LE. 

Julie 

OPEN MEETING It is important to keep all our group involved so the next meeting will 
be on Sunday 25th February 7pm at the  Chequers when everyone is 
invited to attend for an update and a chat. 

 

DATE OF NEXT 
COMMITTEE MEETING 

Wednesday 15th March 7pm Chequers.  

 


